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As many as 9 out of 10 
people with a learning 
disability have been a 
victim of hate crime and 
bullying. They might be 
seen as easy targets or 
valued less because of 
their disability. With your 
help, Mencap wants to 
change this.



 

What’s in this campaign guide?

1. What are police and crime commissioners?

2. What will they do?

3.   Why it is important that police and crime 
commissioner candidates understand disability 
hate crime?

4.  What do we need police and crime commissioners 
to do to stop hate crime?

5.   What can you do to make sure police and crime 
commissioners tackle hate crime?

6.      Resources – including candidate questions and  
 template letters
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Background and context

What are police and crime 
commissioners?
Police and crime commissioners will be the 
new elected people who will take on the 
role of the existing police authorities. They 
will set the priorities for police forces and 
will be accountable to the people who have 
elected them. 

There will be 41 police and crime 
commissioners – one for each existing 
police force area outside London. The 
arrangements for police within London will 
remain distinct, to reflect the role of the 
mayor and the history and nature of the 
City of London Police.

What will they do?
Police and crime commissioners will set 
the direction of local policing. They will be 
an important link between the community 
and the police and will aim to make sure 
that the police are equipped to tackle 
crime in their area.

They will be able to:
• set and update the police and crime plan
• set the force’s budget
•  appoint and, where necessary, dismiss the 

chief constable
•  hold the chief constable to account for the 

delivery of the force’s police and crime plan
•  consult with local communities about what 

they think needs to be done to tackle crime 
in their area.

  
How will they be chosen?
Police and crime commissioners will be 
directly elected by the people living in their 
police force area. >>
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Elections for the first police and crime 
commissioners will be held on 15 
November 2012 to elect a police and crime 
commissioner for each police force area in 
England and Wales outside London. There will 
not be elections in Northern Ireland, as they 
have a different policing structure.

Everyone registered to vote in the police force 
area will be able to vote, including British, EU 
and Commonwealth citizens living in the UK.

Why it is important that police and 
crime commissioner candidates 
understand disability hate crime? 
Recent research has shown that 56% of 
disabled people have had someone act in a 
hostile, aggressive or violent way towards 
them because of their disability. Last year, 
the Equality and Human Rights Commission 
published its Hidden in Plain Sight report, 
which showed that many public bodies that 
have a role in stopping this hostility, are not 
doing enough. 

The election of police and crime 
commissioners represents one of the biggest 
changes to the police in its history. Recent 
campaigns such has Mencap’s Stand by me 
campaign and the work of the Disability Hate 
Crime Network have received an encouraging 
response from police forces. We need to 
make sure that the commitment to tackling 
disability hate crime remains a central part of 
the police and crime plans.

During Learning Disability Week and beyond, 
make sure you contact your police and crime 
commissioner candidates, to tell them how 
important it is that they make tackling hate 
crime a priority.

What do we need police and 
crime commissioners to do 
to stop hate crime?

Leadership and strategic direction
Police and crime commissioners will be key 
figures in developing the direction of police 
forces. It is essential that this direction 
includes a commitment to tackling hate 
crime, as recommended by the Equality  
and Human Rights Commission. 

Although many of these recommendations 
involve operational decisions made by 
the chief constable, the police and crime 
commissioner will need to work closely 
with the chief constable to make sure that 
the force’s strategic direction makes the 
recommendations achievable. 

The police and crime plans should  
therefore include:

1.  Specific strategies for disability hate 
crime. The police and crime plan should set 
out specific goals and priorities for tackling 
disability hate crime that recognise the 
different considerations that need to be 
made in comparison with other forms of 
hate crime.

2.  Continued engagement with 
disabled people. The police and crime 
commissioners will have to engage with 
community groups and the wider public. 
They will be elected public servants and 
will have an obligation to respond to their 
constituents and engage fully on issues 
that are important to local people. Police 
and crime commissioners should make 
efforts to directly engage with disabled 
people, so that their decisions are fully 
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informed by the views of local disabled 
people. The police and crime plans they 
produce should include specific detail on 
how they intend to engage with disabled 
people on setting priorities for policing.

3.   How to capture the true scale and nature 
of hate crime. A lack of understanding of 
why perpetrators commit hate crime and a 
failure to accurately record all hate crime 
and hate incidents, means that there is 
an incomplete picture about the hostility 
experienced by disabled people. Police and 
crime commissioners should lay out their 
strategies for developing intelligence about 
perpetrators and how they will improve 
recording systems to make sure that their 
force can make better use of its resources 
in tackling disability hate crime.

4.  Resources committed to training for all 
staff . The Equality and Human Rights 
Commission noted that there is a lack  
of awareness amongst some police  
staff about how to recognise, record  
and deal with disability hate crime. The  
HM Inspector of Constabulary’s report,  
Stop the Rot, also showed that the majority 
of call handling centres weren’t able to 
identify repeat victims or people with  
long-term conditions and disabilities. 
Training is essential to give frontline 
officers and other police staff the 
confidence to deal appropriately with 
disability hates crime cases. This will 
require sufficient resources to make sure 
that training is available to all staff, is 
consistently monitored and promotes 
continuous professional development.

5.  Developing strategic partnerships 
with other agencies. Tackling disability 
hate crime will involve agencies other 
than the police, including the Crown 
Prosecution Service, the courts and local 
authorities. Being able to develop these 
partnerships will help to identify any 
special measures that disabled people 
may need in court. Partnerships will allow 
for early interventions to prevent disability 
hate crime and identify people in need of 
additional support. As well as the everyday,  
operational relationships, the police and 
crime commissioner should set out how 
they will develop these partnerships in a 
strategic way.

“There is an 
incomplete 
picture about 
the hostility 
experienced 
by disabled 
people”
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What can I do?

I am an individual

1.  Join a local campaign. Joining up with 
a local campaign can be a great way of 
getting heard. It shows a candidate that 
there are lots of people concerned about 
the same issue and makes them more 
likely to listen. It may also help to develop 
relationships so that if the candidate is 
elected, the group can continue to lobby on 
important issues to make sure that plans 
for tackling disability hate crime are put in 
place. To find your nearest campaign, go to 
www.mencap.org.uk/standbyme 

2.  Write to local candidates. Writing to 
candidates in your local area is a great 
way to let them know more about the 
hostility experienced by disabled people. 
A template letter can be found at the back 
of this guide, along with details of how to 
find the address of your local candidates. 
It is important to not only to let candidates 
know about disability hate crime as a 
general issue, but also to tell them why 
stopping it matters to you – adding in your 
own experiences and opinions will make 
the letter more powerful.

3.  Phone their offices or arrange to meet. 
Meeting candidates face to face or talking 
over the phone is often a better way 
to make them understand the issues. 
It gives you a chance to have a two 
way conversation and share your own 
experiences more. If you have written 
to your candidate they may ask to meet 
with you. If you do want to talk to your 
candidates, you can find talking points at 
the back of this guide to help you. You can 
find contact details for candidates at  
www.mencap.org.uk/standbyme
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4.  Write to your local paper. Local 
newspapers are likely to begin to include 
articles about the elections for police and 
crime commissioners. They will want to 
hear from local people about how the 
changes to police might affect them. 
Writing to your local newspaper gives you 
the chance to let people know more about 
disability hate crime. This can challenge 
people’s attitudes and encourage them to 
support your campaign. 

I am part of a local group:

As well as being able to do many of the same 
things as an individual, being part of a group 
gives you the opportunity to hold larger 
events or to spread the responsibilities of 
organising a petition. It also helps to show 
candidates that more people are passionate 
about stopping disability hate crime and 
can convince them that it is a cause worth 
listening to. Here are some things you could 
do as a group to capture the attention of the 
police and crime commissioner candidates in 
your area:

1.  Organise a Question Time event. Events, 
such as public meetings, demonstrations 
and publicity stunts can help to raise the 
profile of your campaign. If you have a 
good level of support you might consider 
holding a Question Time-style event. This 
will allow you to invite all the candidates 
and the public, to discuss disability hate 
crime and find out what the candidates 
propose to do about it, if elected.

These events can take time and effort to 
organise here a few tips to help you:

•  Invite the candidates at least six weeks 
before the planned event, to make sure they 
are available.

•  Find a suitable venue – this should be large 
enough for the number of people you expect 
to come along. You may have a venue you 
use already, or school or community halls 
may be available relatively cheaply.

•  Make sure the venue is accessible. This 
means that as well making sure people 
can get into the building, you should give 
consideration about how to support people 
who require a sign language interpreter or 
have a learning disability.

•  Publicise your event – you might be able 
to advertise in your local newspaper, or 
the paper may be interested in covering 
the event as a story. If you are inviting 
specific groups of people, you might like 
to send them information about disability 
hate crime in advance so they can prepare 
questions.

•  You can share prepared questions with the 
candidates before the event. This will give 
them the opportunity to give more detailed 
answers, which can help make the event 
more useful and interesting

2.   Hold an awareness raising event. Talking 
to people face to face is the best way to 
explain why your campaign is important, 
and to persuade them to stand by people 
with a learning disability.
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Street stalls – top tips

•  Street stalls are a great way to attract 
attention to your campaign and to collect 
signatures for your petition. 

•  Choose somewhere busy, like a  
shopping centre, railway station or local 
football stadium.

•  Get permission. Check with the people in 
charge of the public place or with the local 
police to make sure you have permission  
to be there.

•  Build a good team. Make sure you have 
enough people to run the stand and that 
they know where to go and when.

•  Think about timing. Choose a suitable time 
when people will be available, and avoid 
clashing with a major event elsewhere,  
such as a high-profile sports match.

•  Be visible. You could use posters, balloons  
or a gimmick to attract people’s attention.

•  Make a good impression. Don’t make a mess 
and don’t set up your stand where it makes 
it hard for people to get past – this will just 
annoy them.

•  Be prepared to talk. Have information ready 
so that you can talk to people and answer 
their questions.

•  Think about what you will need. For 
example, make sure you have plenty 
of petition sheets, clipboards, pens and 
leaflets. You might want to bring a plastic 
sheet to cover the stall if it rains.

Resources

Talking points for meeting or calling  
a candidate

If you meet with a candidate, why not 
use the questions and facts below to help 
guide the discussion?

•  Almost 60% of disabled people say they 
have been a victim of hostility or violence 
because of their impairment.

•  Ask what plans he/she has to reduce 
hostility against disabled people?

•  Disabled people often feel decisions about 
how to stop hate crime are being made 
without their input – what will he/she do to 
make sure the strategy is guided by what 
disabled people need?

•  It is generally agreed that the vast 
majority of disability hate crime goes 
unreported to police or is not flagged as 
hate crime. What will you do to encourage 
disabled people to report crimes and how 
will you make sure recording systems help 
to build up a picture about the experiences 
disabled people have of crime?

•  Disabled victims of crime often say that 
police officers and other policing staff 
(including call centre staff) are not aware 
of the issues that affect them. What 
resources will you make available for 
disability awareness training to tackle this?

•  In order to tackle disability hate crime, the 
police need to work with local councils, 
housing authorities the Crown Prosecution 
Service and the courts. How will you make 
sure those relationships are strong enough 
to work effectively?
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Template letter to candidates

Contact details for your local candidates can be found at 
www.mencap.org.uk standbyme

[Candidate]
[Local area police and crime commissioner elections]
[Address]

[Date]

Dear [candidate’s name]

What will you do about hate crime if elected?

I am writing on behalf of [name of group] to ask how you intend to tackle the serious 
issue of disability hate crime in our community if you are elected as police and crime 
commissioner for [local area].

Almost 60% of disabled people say they have been a victim of violence or hostility as 
a direct result of their impairment. If you are elected, what will you do to help disabled 
people feel safe and bring the perpetrators to justice?

I hope that the strategy you set out will recognise the seriousness of the problem of 
disability hate crime by:

- ensuring continued engagement with disabled people
- encouraging reporting to capture the true scale and nature of hate crime
- committing resources to training for all staff in disability awareness
- developing strategic partnerships with other agencies.

Please will you make a public statement to show how you intend to address these 
challenges and ensure that all disabled people are able to live free from the fear of  
hate crime?

I look forward to your response. 

Yours sincerely 
[Your name], [name of group]
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Template letter to local newspaper

Dear editor (you can use the full name of the editor if you know it),

Whichever of the candidates is elected to become [name of police force] police and 
crime commissioner, they will face the difficult challenge of tackling disability hate 
crime. For many, the term hate crime is linked to racist crimes and it is sometimes 
difficult to admit that disabled people are the target of violence and abuse, simply for 
being disabled.

But this is exactly the experience of almost 3 in every 5 disabled people, who have been 
the victims of attacks and harassment. When hate crime takes hold, it can have serious 
and even tragic consequences. It stops people living ordinary lives and it shuts them 
out of the community, which is poorer as a result. As a community, our attitudes and 
actions have to change. We have to stand by disabled people and together make sure 
that nobody has to go on living in fear.

The new police and crime commissioner will have an important role to play in making 
sure that people are able to feel safe and that the perpetrators of hate crimes are 
brought to justice. 

[If applicable] A [insert type of event] has been organised by [insert group/individual] 
at [venue] on [date and time] for disabled people and their families to ask candidates 
how they intend to prioritise the issue of disability hate crime.

I hope that all the candidates will commit to tackling hate crime and make public 
statements about how they plan to do so.

Yours sincerely

[Your name]  
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For more information or advice

To find out more about the Stand by me campaign, 
go to www.mencap.org.uk/standbyme

If you live in England or Wales:

Call: 020 7696 5462
Email: campaigns@mencap.org.uk
Write: Mencap, 123 Golden Lane, London EC1Y 0RT

To get more information about the national campaigns  
that Mencap is running and how you can get involved,  
go to www.mencap.org.uk/campaigns

You can also read our reports about campaigning on things that affect 
people with a learning disability and their families and carers. To print 
off copies of these reports, go to www.mencap.org.uk/publications

Registered charity number 222377 (England, Northern Ireland and Wales); SC041079 (Scotland)           2012.064–05.12 


